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WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU
Medical travel and medical tourism are becoming a popular choice for healthcare consumers and these
consumers go to the same place for information on healthcare services as they do for everything else; the
web. If you want to attract international patients to your hospital, clinic or medical tourism agency,
promoting your services through the LaingBuisson family of international medical travel portals is the
option that delivers the best return on your online marketing investment.
Our sites are aimed at “active treatment, service or product seekers” in the medical travel sector – people
who are actively seeking a solution to their healthcare need. The sites give people the opportunity to
research a variety of services in different countries, and to contact healthcare providers direct, or through
our Enquiry Forwarding Service.
Our clients range from major hospitals worldwide, to small clinics and individual clinicians that are seeking
to attract international patients. Our clients benefit from a variety of options to promote their services:
•

Featured Profiles provide the opportunity for your hospital, clinic or healthcare service to stand out
in a given treatment or service area.

•

A Sponsored Guide is an excellent way of getting your message across and establishing your
authority in a particular area.

•

The Enquiry Management Service delivers leads from potential patients who are exploring the
options for treatment in another country.

•

Banner Advertising enables you to target specific treatments, promote your brand, highlight offers
and generate traffic to your web site.

•

Video Profiles mean that patients can get a real feel for the services that you offer and “get to
know you” online.

•

Our Patient Stories mean that you can share the experiences of your past patients and build trust
in services with potential patients.

•

Articles and Features enable you to share interesting articles with our site visitors. It’s a great way
of building the reputation of your business, clinic, practice or service.

We can tailor a package of promotion that will match the services that you wish to promote and your
budget, large or small.
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A NETWORK OF LEADING MEDICAL TRAVEL SITES
LaingBuisson operates a network of medical travel sites covering various sectors of the medical tourism
marketplace. You can focus your investment on one specific site that best meets your audience needs
or use our network to target healthcare consumers in related market segments.
Treatment Abroad
Treatment Abroad (www.treatmentabroad.com) was the first
medical tourism portal for people seeking information on
cosmetic surgery, dentistry, infertility treatment and hospital
treatment abroad. Patients can search, compare and enquire
to hospitals, clinics and medical tourism agencies worldwide as
well as calculating the total cost of travelling, including
treatment, travel, accommodation and insurance. The site
incorporates a “Guide to Medical Tourism”, price comparisons,
patient stories, videos, and destination guides.

Fertility Treatment Abroad
Fertility Treatment Abroad is aimed at patients seeking fertility treatment in another country. The site
provides information on clinic services, success rates, quality
standards and staff, and enables infertile couples to search,
research and compare the clinics and treatment options online.

DoctorInternet
DoctorInternet is the leading online resource for Arabic patients
who are seeking information about travelling overseas for
treatment. Visitors to the site benefit from independent and
impartial advice and can explore the options available for
surgery, dentistry, infertility treatment and cosmetic treatment
in countries that offer services for Arabic patients.
DoctorInternet is in the Arabic language at
www.doctorinternet.ae.
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IMTJ - International Medical Travel Journal
IMTJ (www.imtj.com) is an online business to business industry journal that provides insight into the
medical travel and medical tourism sector. IMTJ publishes
an e-newsletter twice a month and regular articles from
opinion leaders and experts in the sector that reaches over
18,000 major players in the industry. The site also provides
a calendar of medical travel events, a business directory, a
medical travel marketplace and access to research and
statistics on medical travel.

Medical Tourism Ratings and Reviews
We were the first to provide a system whereby patients can
publish their ratings and comments about their experience
of travelling for treatment:
http://reviews.treatmentabroad.com/. Patients want to
know about other patients’ experiences, and Medical
Tourism Ratings and Reviews provides them with the “word
of mouth” that helps them to make the right choice of
healthcare provider in another country.

UK sites
LaingBuisson also operates a network of UK focused
healthcare sites that contain dedicated sections on the
options for medical tourism. These include Private
Healthcare UK (www.privatehealthcare.co.uk)
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OPINION LEADERS AND INNOVATORS IN MEDICAL TRAVEL
The medical tourism community pays attention to what we do and what we say. We have recorded a number
of firsts and are the first stop for the media when they are seeking a comment or information on the medical
travel business.

Google approved news feeds
Google News aggregates headlines from more than 4,500 English-language news sources worldwide,
Becoming an “approved” Google news feed is a lengthy process and is subject to Google’s content, quality
and technical guidelines. Both Treatment Abroad and IMTJ are Google approved news feeds for the
medical travel sector. When a client provides us with a press release or news item, our editorial team adds
it to our news feed. Within minutes, this news item will have been indexed by Google and will appear in
news results worldwide.

Medical Tourism Ratings and Reviews
We introduced the concept of patient ratings and reviews in medical tourism. Consumers worldwide want
to hear from “people like me” before they buy a product or service. Patients are researching hospitals and
clinics online before they decide where to go. Choosing a doctor, operation, or hospital, is a big decision;
the more opinions a patient can gather, the more secure they feel with their ultimate choice.

Research into medical tourism
There is a significant lack of meaningful data about the size and nature of the medical tourism market, and
the prevailing prices. We have made a positive effort to fill this gap in knowledge.
•

In 2006, we set up the Treatment Abroad PriceWatch, the first ever comprehensive analysis of
worldwide medical tourism prices. We will be publishing the most recent results later in 2014.

•

In 2007, we invested in the first ever provider survey of medical tourism, gaining responses from
over 130 service and healthcare providers to an extensive online survey. Our 2013 survey resulted
in responses from over 400 medical tourism providers.

•

In 2008, we invested in the first ever survey of medical tourists, gaining responses from 648 people
who had travelled for treatment.

•

In 2011, we invested in additional research into patient experiences of medical tourism, gaining
responses from 1,048 people who had travelled for treatment.
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The first code of practice for medical tourism
Increasing attention is being paid to issues such as quality of treatment,
accreditation of surgeons and dentists, hospitals and clinics in medical tourism.
Aware of these concerns, we were keen to reinforce the standards which the
medical tourism industry is gradually adopting and therefore introduced a “Code
of Practice for Medical Tourism”. See: www.treatmentabroad.com/medicaltourism/code-of-practice

The IMTJ Medical Travel Summit and Awards
In 2014, IMTJ established the first credible Awards programme in the medical travel sector. The IMTJ
Medical Travel Awards 2014 were held alongside IMTEC 2014 in Dubai.
In 2015, we brought the IMTJ Medical Travel Awards to London and decided to co-locate it at the Royal
Garden Hotel with our first conference in the medical travel sector - the IMTJ Medical Travel Summit. (We
already run an established and successful event - the Private Healthcare Summit - in the UK healthcare
sector.)
Over the following years, the Summit has been located in Spain, Croatia and Athens.
The IMTJ Summit is a high-level event aimed at senior decision makers involved in the medical tourism and
international patient market. There are many conferences and congresses that have grown up around the
industry; most have failed to deliver the content that delegates want and to address the major issues that
face the industry. The IMTJ Medical Travel Summit brings together the best people in the sector to share
their knowledge and experience and ensure the long term development of the industry.
The IMTJ Medical Travel Summit and Awards has been a resounding success:
“That was the best medical travel conference I’ve attended, finally someone is paving the way to raise the
bar in this industry! The organisation, timing, food, speakers – it was all superb!”
Senior Executive, UK
“This was my first IMTJ event and it was delightful. So much different than the MTA. Valid.”
Healthcare Author, USA
“I congratulate you on your excellent choice of topics and speakers as well as your perfect running of the
event. I came back with enriched knowledge on the different aspects of medical tourism today.”
Vice President, Medical Tourism Council
“We feel very privileged to have been a part of the IMTJ Medical Travel Summit. We learned an enormous
amount from all speakers. Many thanks for your leadership and an excellent professional event.”
CEO, China
These are just a few of the comments. View more feedback online.
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PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Our network of healthcare-related sites enables you to adopt a varied approach to promotion, depending
on your marketing objectives.
Companies can promote their services and attract business through our network in a variety of ways.
•

The Silver Profile: Enhanced directory listing

•

The Gold Package: Enhanced directory listing, Featured Pages, Patient Stories, Patient
Reviews, Articles, Direct Enquiry

•

Enquiry Forwarding Service for major treatment areas

•

Video profiles

•

Sponsorship of patient and consumer guides

•

Banner advertising

Discounts are available for multiple listings. There is a significant quantity discount for companies which
wish to include a number of facilities or services.

The Silver Profile
The Silver Package means that you stand out in directory listings and search results, and can incorporate
additional information about your facility or practice.

The Gold Package
The Gold Package is for those customers who are serious about online marketing - an enhanced presence
on the site, search optimized page content for your hospital, clinic or practice profile, patient stories and
articles, a patient reviews system, and direct enquiries.
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Summary of our packages on treatment abroad
You can purchase a profile on Treatment Abroad for as little as £129. The table below details what is
included for each option:

Silver £85 / €99

Gold £875 / €999

Platinum £2,150 / €2,450

per year (usually £129/€149)
+++ Special Offer +++

per year
+++ Most Popular +++

per year

Priority
✓ Appear above Basic
profilesin search results
✓ Profile
✓ Hospital/clinic/agency
name and location
✓ List and be found for 5 x
treatments
✓ Inclusion of Medical
Tourism Reviews
✓ Summary profile: write
up to 700
characters selling your
services to international
patients
✓ Address and summary
contact
details: single phone
number, email and
website link

Priority
✓ Appear above Silver
profiles in search
results
✓ Profile
✓ Hospital/clinic/agency
name and location
✓ List and be found
for unlimited treatments
✓ Inclusion of Medical
Tourism Reviews
✓ Featured in IMTJ
Medical Travel Directory
✓ Comprehensive profile:
up to 6,000 characters
edited by our
team selling your
services to international
patients
✓ Address and full contact
details: unlimited phone
numbers, email
addresses, website and
social links
✓ Photo gallery
✓ Document store
✓ Patient enquiry service

Priority
✓ Appear above Silver
profiles in search
results
✓ Profile
✓ Hospital/clinic/agency
name and location
✓ List and be found
for unlimited treatments
✓ Inclusion of Medical
Tourism Reviews
✓ Featured in IMTJ
Medical Travel Directory
✓ Comprehensive profile:
up to 6,000 characters
edited by our
team selling your
services to international
patients
✓ Address and full contact
details: unlimited phone
numbers, email
addresses, website and
social links
✓ Photo gallery
✓ Document store
✓ Patient enquiry service

Support
✓ Phone and
email support
✓ 5 x amends per year
✓ 48 hour turnaround
✓ Content marketing
✓ Search engine
optimised profile page
edited by our team
✓ Highlighted as
"Featured provider"
throughout website
✓ Publish 3 x patient
stories edited by our
team
✓ Publish 3 x
articles edited by our
team
✓ Publish 3 x news items
edited by our team
✓ FREE Medical Tourism
Success Kit

Support
✓ Priority phone and email
support
✓ Unlimited amends per
year
✓ 48 hour turnaround
✓ Content marketing
✓ Search engine
optimised profile page
edited by our team
✓ Highlighted as
"Featured provider"
throughout website
✓ Publish Unlimited
patient stories edited by
our team
✓ Publish Unlimited
articles edited by our
team
✓ Publish Unlimited news
items edited by our
team

Support
✓ Email support
✓ 2 x amends per year
✓ 10 day turnaround
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✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Marketing for medical
tourism
Content marketing
guide
Guide to SEO
How to write a press
release
Managing enquiries

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Clinic of the
month feature for one
treatment area for 3
months
FREE Medical Tourism
Success Kit
Marketing for medical
tourism
Content marketing
guide
Guide to SEO
How to write a press
release
Managing enquiries
Additional promotion to
patients
30,000 banner
impressions in your
target countries
8 social
posts (Facebook and
Twitter) to our followers
£50 Adwords campaign
setup
Custom landing page
created by our team

9

Gold / Platinum profile
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Silver profile
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Guide sponsorship
Consumers, patients and medical tourists want to be more informed about
their healthcare, the options for treatment abroad and the services and
products that can help them to achieve their healthcare goals. Online and
offline resources that inform the patient’s choice are an excellent way of
getting your message across and establishing your hospital, clinic or business
as an authority in a particular area of treatment.
If you want to attract medical tourists, promoting your services through a
Sponsored Guide within the LaingBuisson family of medical tourism and
healthcare portals or as a standalone guide delivers an excellent return on
your marketing investment.
You can choose to sponsor an existing guide or commission a guide in an
area which is of specific interest to you. We will handle editorial, design and
production.
There are a number of options for promotion of the guide:
•

The guide can be featured throughout our network of web sites.

•

The guide can be featured on your own site.

•

The guide can be featured on other sites, or promoted through a Google Adwords campaign (which
we will develop for you).

•

The guide can be promoted through an online PR release and via targeted PR contact with UK health
correspondents and journalists.

•

The guide can be promoted by email to relevant UK support groups and patient associations and
announced in relevant patient forums.

•

The guide can be distributed by your staff in response to patient enquiries or produced in print for
distribution in your waiting areas.

We maximise the effectiveness of your sponsorship by developing a custom-built response process which
is triggered whenever the guide is requested from our site, your site or anywhere else that you choose to
offer the guide.
Once the visitor has downloaded the guide, we capture their email address, and start a process of
engaging the patient, providing useful advice and information on how they can fulfil their medical tourism
needs through your healthcare facility or service. They receive regular email follow up, delivered and
managed by ourselves.
To view some of our guides available for sponsorship, click on the examples below:
•

A guide to cosmetic surgery abroad

•

A guide to dentistry abroad

Sponsorship Costs
Investing in a Sponsored Guide makes great sense and it’s great value for money. Typically, our clients
invest from £8,000 to £15,000 in sponsorship of a guide for one year. This includes the cost of editorial
and production in the first year of sponsorship.
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Banner advertising
Banner advertising can be placed on all pages of our sites as well as within specified sections, e.g.
cosmetic surgery abroad, infertility treatment abroad.
We can serve banners in the following placements:
•

Home page featured carousel (490 x 150 pixels). In rotation, with a maximum of 4 banners in total.

•

Top banner (468 x 60 pixels)

•

Right skyscraper 1 (120 x 600 pixels)

•

Right skyscraper 2 (120 x 600 pixels)
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Banner Costs
Home page carousel
The home page featured carousel offers up to 4 advertising placements. These can be purchased for one
month, three months or a year.
One month:

£600

Three months:

£1,500

One year:

£5,400

There are two ways to buy banner advertising on the site, by “impression” or by “click”.
Cost per Impression (CPM)
With this method you book a set amount of activity within in specific section and with a confirmed position
on the page, i.e. side banner 2. This method allows you to secure a specific position and a guaranteed level
of activity. Cost per impression banners are charged at rates starting from £10 CPM (Cost per 1,000
impressions), depending on where they appear on our sites.
Cost per Click (CPC)
Cost per Click is a results based model. You simply book a set amount of clicks; the cost per click is
affected by the number of clicks you buy, how you then deliver the clicks is up to you. For example, you
could book 500 clicks and spread these across multiple sections of the site and over whatever timeframe
you wish. Cost per click banners are charged at rates starting from £2 per click.
Note: Banner advertising is available to Gold profile customers only.
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Clinic of the month
An opportunity for leading providers to be seen as THE experts in their field, offering a high profile and
very prominent position on Treatment Abroad.
•

Max of 3 providers per treatment area, in rotation.

•

Banners are displayed above "Get a quote for XYZ treatment", on the treatment page, the costs
page, and on any article pages relating to the treatment.

Costs
Each treatment area offers up to 3 advertising placements. These can be purchased for three months, six
months or a year.
Three months:

£950

Six months:

£1,600

One year:

£2,880

Note: Clinic of the month is available to Gold profile customers only.
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Enquiry forwarding
Our sites enable visitors to complete an enquiry form for a particular service and submit this to a number
of providers in one easy step.
For example, a visitor looking for cosmetic surgery abroad completes the cosmetic surgery enquiry form,
selects the countries in which they are interested, and this enquiry is automatically forwarded to
participating cosmetic surgery providers. A maximum of three providers can sign up to receive enquiry
forwarding for a specific enquiry form for a specific country.
•

Click here to see an example of the Enquiry Form for dentistry abroad.

Costs
The Enquiry Forwarding Service is charged at a rate of £3 - £8 per enquiry depending on the treatment
selected, and is payable at a fixed rate, quarterly in advance.
Note: Enquiry forwarding service is available to Gold profile customers only.

Video content
Video content is becoming increasingly common on the web, driven by the growth of sites such as YouTube
and Google Video, and the adoption of broadband by the vast majority of internet users. News sites such
as the BBC, CNN and online print media such as the Telegraph have rapidly adopted video on the web.
We invite clients to profile and promote their services through video content.
Our offering includes both the production of professionally made video content for your business or service
and the promotion of this content on our healthcare sites and on the web in general.
Video Costs
We can arrange to have the videos produced as well as hosting them. We do not charge a hosting fee.
Production cost can again vary depending on the type of video being produced and the amount of time
required. As a guide these will cost between £1,500 and £2,500; this is a one off fee.
Please contact us for more information about video production.
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HOW WE ADD VALUE
At LaingBuisson, we don’t just sell advertising. We want our clients to succeed in the healthcare
business. So, we provide a range of value added services to help you attract more patients.
•

We invite our clients to contribute relevant Articles & Features on surgical, medical and dental topics
that would be of interest to patients. Each Gold client may contribute up to twelve articles per
annum. The articles will give you additional exposure on the site.

•

Publication of News. Treatment Abroad has “Google Approved News Status”, the only company in
the medical tourism market to do so. This means that any news item that is published on our sites
will be featured on Google News within 1 hour. Each Gold client may contribute up to twelve news
items per annum.

•

Our “Managing Web Enquiries” guide shows you how to respond and convert more enquirers into
private patients.

•

Our Patient Stories mean that you can share the experiences of your past patients and build trust in
services with potential patients. Each Gold client may contribute up to twelve patient stories per
annum.

•

Through our Healthcare Ratings and Reviews, patients can get “word of mouth” recommendations
on the services that you provide.

•

Our video production service delivers high quality video content for use on Treatment Abroad or on
your own web site.

•

If you don’t have in-house design expertise, our banner advertising production service delivers
effective banner advertising for your Treatment Abroad campaign or elsewhere.

•

A code of practice for medical tourism. As medical tourism grows to become a worldwide
phenomenon, increasing attention is being paid to issues such as quality of treatment. At Treatment
Abroad, we are aware of these concerns and are keen to reinforce the standards which the medical
tourism industry is gradually adopting. We have therefore produced a “Code of Practice for Medical
Tourism”.
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WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY
We know our site is successful and so do our clients! Our clients come back and renew their listings and
enquiry services every year. Here’s what some of our clients have said about us:
Euromedical Tours – Zahid Hamid
Having associated ourselves with Treatment Abroad virtually concurrent with our inception, there has been
no looking back for Euromedical Tours. By providing a comprehensive overview of treatment choices and
related information to the wary, information-seeking ‘medical pilgrim’, TA takes the onus off us and allows
us to get down to the nitty-gritty of assisting people with real options and real decisions. Being on
Treatment Abroad means competing with the best and there can be nothing better for the healthcare
industry in general and the end user in particular.
The Medical Tourist Company - Dr Premhar Shah
"The Medical Tourist Company has been the client of Treatment Abroad for the second year running.
Treatment Abroad is the most respected website for would be medical tourists since it gives very impartial
and easy to understand information to the patients. They carry out regular surveys about the medical
tourism markets and keep their clients informed. Whenever we meet any of the directors in conferences
they are ready to help and guide us in promoting medical tourism business."
Mills and Mills Medical Group - David Mills
As you know, we were one of the first companies to advertise on your site and it has been pleasing to see
how your site has grown together with our own company. Your sites are a vital source of leads for us,
always perfectly targeted and plentiful in number. In fact, treatment abroad provides us with more leads
than any other source. We are also happy to continue to assist you wherever we can in your efforts to
establish credibility and professionalism in the industry, and your initiatives in this regard are to be both
welcomed and commended. Registration in your approval scheme is high on our priority list. Once again
many thanks, keep up the good work and all the best for the future.
Picture Perfect Medical Coordinators – Joanna Matsentides
We have been advertising with Treatment Abroad since we started operations.
We have so far spent thousands of pounds on advertising, and the most effective was listing with
Treatment Abroad. We are constantly updated on happenings around the world concerning Medical
Tourism and are also benefiting from Treatment Abroad's regular surveys concerning the Medical Tourism
market. Treatment Abroad know Medical Tourism and they are definitely ahead of the game!!
Kilinek Beaucare/Cosmetic Surgery Belgium – Luc Varmbout
Comprehensive, easy to use, effective and efficient …the best way to describe Treatment Abroad
Surgery In France Ltd – Laurent Locke
Although dozens of "specialised" medical tourism websites promise business leads, Treatment Abroad is
the only one that delivers a steady stream of relevant prospects. The combination of professional-looking,
informative websites, consistently high search engine rankings and a responsive team make Treatment
Abroad a vital partner in our continued business growth. Just a few lines to inform you how pleased we are
with our marketing presence on treatment abroad and Private health websites.
Cosmetic Surgery Cyprus/2BBeautiful - Jackie Sinnou
www.TreamentAbroad.com is without doubt the number one medium for attracting interest to our services.
The makeup of the site is both informative and ethical in its approach to medical tourism. There is simply
no one better within this industry. I would recommend Treatment Abroad for any provider looking to attract
prospective patients. Not only is the site effect but, also the level of service I receive efficient and polite.
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Perfect Contours - Anette von Götzen
We at Perfect Contours are now in our 3rd year of using www.treatmentabroad.com to promote our
cosmetic surgery services in Hungary. We have always been impressed by everyone at the company, they
are at the forefront of the medical tourism market and it has been extremely beneficial to be involved. The
leads we get from interested patients are always of a high quality and mean we get a good flow of patients.
Treatment Abroad is constantly striving to offer the best possible marketing solutions. They launched a
country specific site for Hungary (www.treatmentinhungary.net) sometime ago which has further helped
establish the region as one of the key destinations. We have also used the “Ratings and Review” service
which allows past patients to review their treatment with us and share their experience with people
considering us. It is just another example of why they are the best at what they do and why we will continue
to use them for the foreseeable future.

Scan Health Norway - Turid Staveland Nygaard
www.scan-health.co.uk has been using the www.treatmentabroad.com website to promote our services in
Norway since late 2006. Treatment Abroad is the company when it comes to Medical Tourism, their
knowledge and understanding of the market is unsurpassed. We are proud of our association with them.
Serokolo Health Tourism - Dr Tshepo Maaka
www.TreamentAbroad.com offers a complete and comprehensive solution to all your marketing needs. The
site is effective, highly visible to search engines and the team both approachable for discussion and
efficient. I would not hesitate to recommending the website for any medical tourism company that wants to
expand internationally.
Fertility Argentina - Demián Glujovsky
www.TreamentAbroad.com is a very good platform for medical tourism. Our website receives lots of visitors
through treatment abroad.
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CONTACT DETAILS
For further information about marketing to international patients:
Call

Sarah Ward – Commercial Director
+44 (0) 1442 817816

Email

sarahward@imtj.com

Write:

LaingBuisson International Ltd
3 Churchgates
Wilderness
Berkhamsted
Herts HP4 2UB

Tel:

+44 (0) 1442 817817

Fax:

+44 (0) 1442 817818
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